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Abstract
In recent years, the potential of remote sensing-based minute-scale forecasts to improve the integration of
wind power into our energy system has been shown. In lidar-based forecasts, the wind speed is extrapolated
from the measuring to the forecast height, i.e. the wind turbines’ hub height, by assuming a stability-corrected
logarithmic wind profile. The objective of this paper is the significant reduction of large forecasting errors
associated with the height extrapolation. Hence, we introduce two new approaches and characterise their
skill under different atmospheric conditions. The first one is based on an empirical set of parameters derived
from lidar data and operational wind turbine data. The second approach derives the wind speed tendency
of two consecutive forecasts at the measuring height and applies this to operational wind speed data at hub
height. We identified the uncertainty in stability estimates and measurement height as the main cause for
large extrapolation errors of the existing lidar-based forecast. Monte Carlo simulations revealed the new
approaches’ low sensitivity to uncertainty in lidar data processing, propagation and height extrapolation.
Forecasting errors of a 5-minute-ahead wind speed forecast of free flow turbines at an offshore wind farm
were significantly reduced for the two newly developed methods as compared to the existing forecast during
stable atmospheric conditions. Persistence could be outperformed during unstable and neutral atmospheric
conditions and for situations with higher turbulence intensity. Overall, we found lidar-based forecasts to be
less sensitive to atmospheric conditions than persistence. We discuss the importance of accurate vertical wind
speed profile estimation, the advantages and shortcomings of the two newly introduced methods and their skill
compared to persistence. In conclusion, the additional use of wind turbine operational data can significantly
improve minute-scale lidar-based forecasts. We further conclude that the characterisation of forecast skill
dependent on atmospheric conditions can be valuable for decision-making processes.

Keywords: atmospheric stability, remote sensing, turbine operational data, uncertainty assessment, very
short-term forecast, wind energy

1 Introduction1

The increasing penetration of renewable energies in2

our power system causes a growing demand for skilful3

minute-scale wind speed and power forecasts (Würth4

et al., 2019). Such forecasts can be valuable tools for5

both the physical balancing, i.e. assuring grid stabil-6

ity, reducing curtailment and providing reserve power7

(Liang et al., 2016), as well as the economic balancing8

of power, i.e. for trading purposes (Cali, 2011). A vari-9

ety of minute-scale forecasting methods has been inves-10

tigated in the course of many years, including time se-11

ries models such as persistence, ARMA (autoregressive12

moving average) and ARIMA (autoregressive integrated13

moving average) models (Würth et al., 2019; Torres14

et al., 2005), machine learning approaches and neural15

networks (Gendeel et al., 2018), spatio-temporal mod-16

els (Lenzi et al., 2018), as well as hybrid approaches17

(Zhou et al., 2018). In recent years the potential of re-18

mote sensing measurements for minute-scale forecasts19
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has been shown. In particular, scanning lidar or radar 20

devices are used to gather wind field information up- 21

stream of wind farms or single wind turbines. Simple ad- 22

vection techniques proved useful to obtain information 23

regarding the wind field reaching the downstream tur- 24

bines several minutes later. For instance, a dual-Doppler 25

radar-based forecasting methodology utilising radar data 26

measured by two shore-based devices was successfully 27

used to forecast wind power of individual and aggre- 28

gated turbines in an offshore wind farm (Valldecabres 29

et al., 2018b; Valldecabres et al., 2020). Further, sev- 30

eral studies have investigated the use of lidar measure- 31

ments for minute-scale forecasting offshore (Theuer 32

et al., 2020a), in a near-coastal area (Valldecabres 33

et al., 2018b) and onshore (Würth et al., 2018). 34

The forecast skill was hereby found to be influenced 35

by several parameters, such as the measurement set- 36

up and wind farm layout, the measuring range and the 37

data availability (Valldecabres et al., 2018a; Theuer 38

et al., 2020a). Würth et al. (2018) found that also the 39

terrain plays a vital role in the accuracy of the fore- 40

cast. Roughness as well as buoyancy effects prohibit the 41

propagation of wind vectors across large distances, caus- 42
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ing forecasts in complex terrain not to outperform the43

benchmark persistence. Similarly, buoyancy forces char-44

acteristic for unstable atmospheric conditions are ex-45

pected to impact the advection technique’s applicability46

and are considered responsible for lower forecast quality47

(Theuer et al., 2020a). Opposed to this, Theuer et al.48

(2020a) found that the quality of a lidar-based power49

forecast of free flow turbines in an offshore wind farm50

showed significantly reduced prediction quality for sta-51

ble cases. The authors attributed those errors mainly to52

the extrapolation of wind speed to hub height. Also,53

Valldecabres et al. (2018b) observed forecasting er-54

rors during stable situations that were related to wind55

speed extrapolation.56

A wind speed extrapolation to hub height is nec-57

essary for a remote sensing-based forecasting method58

whenever the measurements are performed at a height59

different from hub height. Current commercial lidar de-60

vices are in this context, contrary to radar devices, only61

able to measure one elevation angle when aiming to62

meet the requirements of short scanning periods and63

large scanning distances and angular ranges. Even when64

placing the devices on the nacelle of a turbine, dynamic65

turbine inclination, if recorded properly, would require66

a wind speed correction to hub height (Bromm et al.,67

2018). Despite these shortcomings, lidar-based forecasts68

are favourable compared to radar-based approaches, es-69

pecially for offshore applications, where measurement70

devices need to be small and compact.71

Typically, wind speed extrapolation is performed by72

means of a stability-corrected logarithmic wind profile73

(Peña et al., 2008). Logarithmic profiles are based on74

physical models, the most commonly used one being75

the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (MOST). How-76

ever, they are still subject to many assumptions, such77

as a constant wind direction with height (Optis et al.,78

2014). Additionally, uncertainty is introduced by incor-79

rect input parameters. In a related study by the authors80

(Theuer et al., 2020b), uncertainty in Obukhov length L81

was identified as the primary contributor to extrapo-82

lation uncertainty, particularly during stable stratifica-83

tion. Also, wind speed uncertainties were found to have84

a considerable impact on the result. Similarly, Saint–85

Drenan et al. (2009) found that small errors in temper-86

ature estimation cause large errors in the extrapolated87

wind speed, especially during stable atmospheric con-88

ditions. Kelly and Jørgensen (2017) analysed the im-89

pact of roughness uncertainty on wind resource estima-90

tion. In the context of lidar-based forecasting, measuring91

height uncertainties are introduced by dynamic inclina-92

tions of the lidar device (Rott et al., in review). More-93

over, data processing algorithms can cause misestima-94

tions of wind speed (Schneemann et al., 2021).95

Our objective in this paper is to significantly reduce96

errors of an existing lidar-based forecast that occur un-97

der specific atmospheric conditions due to wind speed98

extrapolation to hub height (Theuer et al., 2020a).99

Three steps contribute to this. First, we investigate how100

wind turbine operational data can improve the height ex-101

trapolation of two new approaches. Second, we perform 102

an analytical uncertainty estimation of the stability- 103

corrected logarithmic profile and, for each method, 104

Monte Carlo simulations to further account for uncer- 105

tainties in lidar data processing, propagation and height 106

extrapolation. Finally, we evaluate the different deter- 107

ministic wind speed forecast methods with real measure- 108

ments at free-flow turbines of an offshore wind farm. 109

We compared the methods against the benchmark per- 110

sistence and analysed different atmospheric conditions 111

characterised by stability, wind speed increments and 112

turbulence intensity. 113

2 Data description 114

To generate wind speed forecasts, we utilised horizon- 115

tal Plan Position Indicator (PPI) lidar scans, performed 116

at the offshore wind farm Global Tech I (GT I) in the 117

German North Sea (Figure 1(a)) from March 2019 until 118

June 2019. Figure 1(b) depicts the wind farm’s layout 119

with the lidar position marked in red. The wind turbines 120

are of the type Adwen AD 5-116 with a rotor diame- 121

ter of D = 116 m, a hub height of zhh = 92 m and a 122

rated power of Pr = 5 MW. GT I consists of 80 tur- 123

bines, thus has a total capacity of Ptotal = 400 MW. 124

Lidar measurements were performed by one Leosphere 125

WindCube 200S (Serial no. WLS200S-024) placed on 126

the transition piece (TP) of a westerly located wind tur- 127

bine at a height of approximately 24.6 m above mean 128

sea level. We used scans performed with an elevation 129

of 0°, an averaging time of 2 s per measurement, an az- 130

imuthal resolution of 2°, spanning a total sector of 150°, 131

and range gates ranging from 500 m to 8 000 m with 132

35 m spacing. The probe volume length FWHM (full 133

width half maximum) equals approximately 70 m. The 134

scan duration was 150 s, plus an additional measurement 135

reset time of approximately 6 s. Four different scan ori- 136

entations were distributed within the sector 112°–300° 137

as indicated by the coloured lines in Figure 1(b). They 138

were selected manually depending on wind direction. 139

The lidar scans provided information regarding the line- 140

of-sight (LOS) velocity, carrier-to-noise-ratio (CNR), 141

azimuth angle, range gate, and time. 142

To calculate atmospheric stability, air pressure, as 143

well as humidity and air temperature data were utilised. 144

These were measured by two sensors (Vaisala PTB330 145

and Vaisala HMP155) positioned close to the lidar. 146

Moreover, the OSTIA (Operational Sea Surface Tem- 147

perature and Sea Ice Analysis) data set provided sea 148

surface temperature (SST) (Good et al., 2020) daily at 149

noon, which was linearly interpolated to the lidar scans’ 150

timestamps. 151

For forecast evaluation, 1 Hz SCADA (supervisory 152

control and data acquisition) data of the wind farm was 153

available. This included wind direction, power, the op- 154

erational status and a data quality flag of all turbines. 155

Wind speed values were not measured but estimated 156
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Figure 1: (a) Position of the offshore wind farm GT I in red and all other wind farms in the German and Dutch North Sea that were
operational during the time of analysis from March 2019 until June 2019, in black. (b) Layout of the wind farm with the lidar’s position and
its four angular trajectories marked with different colours. Turbine T2 is defined as the origin of the coordinate system.

from power, pitch angle and the SCADA system’s tur-157

bine power curve. Forecasts were generated and evalu-158

ated by means of 1-minute-mean wind speed values for159

the seven wind turbines marked as T1–T7 in Figure 1(b).160

We excluded lidar scans with low data availability, sit-161

uations with low-quality SCADA data, wind directions162

χ < 150° and χ > 310° and turbines operating below the163

cut-in wind speed of 4 m s−1 or above the cut-off wind164

speed of 25 m s−1 at hub height. Further, only situations165

with simultaneously available forecasts for at least tur-166

bines T1–T4 were considered. In total, 6 493 time steps167

with a temporal resolution of 156 s and distributed over168

the measurement period with valid forecasts for at least169

T1–T4 were evaluated in this case study. Figure 2 sum-170

marises these cases’ wind conditions, where wind speed171

and direction values are mean values across the lidar172

scans at TP height (Section 3.1).173

3 Methods174

In the following, the lidar-based forecasting methodol-175

ogy, the wind speed extrapolation of the existing fore-176

cast as well as the extrapolation approaches of the two177

newly developed methods are introduced. We further ex-178

plain the different uncertainty estimations of wind speed179

extrapolation to hub height.180

3.1 Lidar-based forecasting181

We applied a lidar-based forecasting methodology de-182

veloped by Theuer et al. (2020a) and based on the183

work of Valldecabres et al. (2018a). First, lidar scans184

were filtered through a dynamic data filtering approach,185

which allows recovering data especially in far distances186

Figure 2: Distribution of wind speed and wind direction of the
analysed situations. Wind speed and wind direction values are mean
values across the scan area at TP height.

(Beck and Kühn, 2017). Second, we applied a Velocity- 187

Azimuth-Display (VAD) algorithm to determine wind 188

direction values χ(r) individually for each range gate r. 189

The VAD-like fit is based on the assumption of a homo- 190

geneous wind direction across azimuth angles and a neg- 191

ligible vertical wind speed component (Werner, 2005). 192

Wind direction values were further applied to determine 193

horizontal wind speed information uh at each measure- 194

ment point using 195

uh(r, ϑ) =
uLOS(r, ϑ)

cos(ϑ − χ(r))
, (3.1)
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where ϑ describes the azimuth angle and uLOS the mea-196

sured line-of-sight (LOS) velocity. In a third step, lidar197

scans were synchronised in time, following a method-198

ology developed by Beck and Kühn (2019) that was199

proven useful for applications in minute-scale forecast-200

ing (Theuer et al., 2020a). This step was necessary due201

to the device’s low scanning speed, causing a time dif-202

ference of 156 s between two subsequent measurements203

at some azimuthal position. After time synchronisation,204

wind vectors were propagated to the target turbines fol-205

lowing a Lagrangian advection scheme (Valldecabres206

et al., 2018a). That means the vectors were assumed to207

travel with their local wind speed and wind direction and208

to maintain their trajectory throughout the advection pe-209

riod. Those reaching a predefined area of influence (AoI)210

around the target turbine within a time interval of k±30 s,211

with lead time k, were selected to contribute to the wind212

speed forecast. The radius of the area of influence was213

optimised by minimising the root-mean-squared error214

(rmse, Section 4.3) of a 2.5-minute-ahead wind speed215

forecast at turbine T2. The AoI is computed individ-216

ually for each stability class and forecasting approach.217

Forecasts were considered valid if a number of at least218

20 wind vectors reached the AoI within the considered219

time interval.220

The translation from wind speed at measuring height221

to wind speed at hub height varies for the different222

forecasting approaches and is explained in the following223

subsections. Here, measuring heights zm varied with224

time and range gate due to a wind turbine rotor thrust225

dependent tilt of the lidar device (Rott et al., in review)226

and the curvature of the Earth.227

In a final step, the deterministic wind speed forecast228

was defined as the mean magnitude of all selected wind229

vectors that reached the target wind turbine.230

3.1.1 Temperature difference-based forecast (TDF231

approach)232

Following Theuer et al. (2020a), wind speed vectors233

were extrapolated to hub height by means of the loga-234

rithmic wind profile235

u =
1
κ

√
z0 g
αc

(
ln

(
z
z0

)
− Ψ

( z
L

))
. (3.2)

Here g denotes the gravitational acceleration, κ = 0.4 the236

von-Kármán constant, L describes the Obukhov length237

and z0 the roughness length. The Charnock parameter238

was chosen as αc = 0.011 (Smith, 1980). L was deter-239

mined utilising a method described by Sanz Rodrigo240

et al. (2015) based on the measured temperature differ-241

ence and is further used to estimate the stability correc-242

tion term Ψ. A more detailed explanation of the wind243

speed extrapolation to hub height, the stability estima-244

tion and the roughness length estimation can be found245

in Theuer et al. (2020a). We will refer to the lidar-246

based forecast using this wind speed extrapolation ap-247

proach as temperature difference-based forecast (TDF)248

from now on.249

3.1.2 Wind speed profile fit-based forecast 250

(PF approach) 251

As an alternative to the aforementioned temperature- 252

difference based calculation of L and z0, we introduce 253

a new approach that estimates the two parameters by fit- 254

ting the logarithmic wind speed profile (Equation (3.2)) 255

to two wind speed values at two different heights for 256

each time step. To do so, we utilised hub height SCADA 257

wind speed values as well as propagated wind vectors. 258

Wind vectors were advected to the target turbine at their 259

measuring height as part of the wind speed forecast. For 260

the fit only vectors of past time steps, i.e. measured be- 261

fore the forecast’s initialisation, were considered. We 262

used average wind speeds and average heights of wind 263

vectors originating from the 30-minute-period before 264

forecast initialisation, with their magnitude weighted ac- 265

cording to their age. Thus, we assume the derived wind 266

speed profiles will persist until the time of the forecast. 267

As weighting function a Gaussian distribution centered 268

around the time of the forecast initialisation and with 269

a standard deviation of 15 minutes was used. Also hub 270

height wind speeds were weighted and averaged. The fit 271

used the previously calculated values of L and z0 (Sec- 272

tion 3.1.1) as an initial guess. However, this methodol- 273

ogy is in principle independent of meteorological mea- 274

surements at the site. Wind speed profile fits were per- 275

formed individually for each of the analysed turbines. 276

We will refer to this newly introduced approach as pro- 277

file fit-based forecast (PF) in the following. 278

3.1.3 Tendency-based forecast (TF approach) 279

To reduce the extrapolation distance δz, i.e. the differ- 280

ence between measuring height and the height of in- 281

terest, we introduce the tendency-based forecasting ap- 282

proach (TF). Here, consecutive wind speed forecasts 283

at time instants ti−1 and ti and corresponding measur- 284

ing heights zm(ti−1) and zm(ti) are determined using the 285

methodology described at the beginning of Section 3.1. 286

Hereby, ti−1 describes the current time and ti the time to 287

be forecasted. The wind speed at hub height dependent 288

on time uhh(t) can be expressed by means of the wind 289

speed at measurement height um(t) and a time dependent 290

correction factor cex(t): 291

uhh(t) =
ln
(

zhh
z0(t)

)
− Ψ
(

zhh
L(t)

)
ln
(

zm(t)
z0(t)

)
− Ψ
(

zm(t)
L(t)

)um(t) = cex(t) um(t). (3.3)

Equation (3.3) can further be used to express uhh(t) at 292

the two consecutive time steps ti and ti−1. The quotient 293

of the wind speed at hub height and the extrapolation 294

from the measurement height is equated for the two time 295

steps. Rearranging this identity yields 296

uhh(ti) =
cex(ti)

cex(ti−1)
um(ti)

um(ti−1)
uhh(ti−1). (3.4)

Obukhov length L and roughness length z0 can be de- 297

termined using meteorological measurements, following 298
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Figure 3: Tendency-based forecasting approach. First, the wind speed at time step ti−1 is adjusted to the profile described by L and z0 and
the measuring height zm at ti. Then a wind speed tendency at measuring height is determined and in a third step applied to wind speed
observations at hub height.

the approach described in Section 3.1.1, or by means of299

the fit described in Section 3.1.2. When assuming the at-300

mospheric conditions do not vary significantly from ti−1301

to ti, i.e. L(ti) ≈ L(ti−1) and z0(ti) ≈ z0(ti−1) the expres-302

sion (3.4) simplifies to303

uhh(ti) =
ln
(

zm(ti−1)
z0(ti)

)
− Ψ
(

zm(ti−1)
L(ti)

)
ln
(

zm(ti)
z0(ti)

)
− Ψ
(

zm(ti)
L(ti)

) um(ti)
um(ti−1)

uhh(ti−1).

(3.5)

Figure 3 illustrates the methodological steps of304

the TF: The term cex(ti)
cex(ti−1) in Equation (3.4) can be un-305

derstood as the adjustment of the measured wind speed306

at ti−1 to atmospheric conditions and measuring height307

at ti. When assuming constant L and z0, the expres-308

sion equals the correction factor of a wind speed ex-309

trapolation from zm(ti) to zm(ti−1) (left fraction of Equa-310

tion (3.5)). The difference between zm(ti) and zm(ti−1) is311

hereby significantly smaller than that of zm(ti) and zhh.312

We thus avoid the extrapolation across large height dif-313

ferences. Subsequently, the two consecutive forecasts at314

ti−1 and ti at measurement height are used to derive a315

wind speed tendency, i.e. the relative change of wind316

speed from one time step to the other, expressed by the317

term um(ti)
um(ti−1) in Equation (3.4). The forecasted tendency318

is then applied to the current hub height wind speed319

uhh(ti−1), i.e. SCADA wind speed, to determine the fu-320

ture one uhh(ti). Similarly as for persistence, the wind321

speed forecast in this method is based on the current322

wind speed observation. The lidar-based approach, how-323

ever, allows to include information of the approaching324

wind field additionally.325

In course of this work we tested three variants of326

the TF, i) using Equation (3.3) and meteorological pa-327

rameters, ii) using Equation (3.3) and fitted parameters328

and iii) using Equation (3.5) and meteorological param-329

eters. No significant quality differences were observed330

between the three variants. In the following we will331

therefore show the results of the simplified case iii) only.332

3.2 Uncertainty estimation of lidar-based 333

forecasting approaches 334

Previous studies have suggested that lidar-based fore- 335

casting errors are largely caused by errors in wind speed 336

extrapolation (Theuer et al., 2020a). We therefore per- 337

formed an analytical uncertainty estimation of the wind 338

speed extrapolation based on a logarithmic stability- 339

corrected wind profile. This analytical approach does 340

not account for uncertainties related to the wind vector 341

propagation, but focuses solely on the wind speed ex- 342

trapolation. It is considered a good representation of the 343

uncertainty for the TDF only, as the wind profile of the 344

PF is based on a fitting approach and the TF only indi- 345

rectly applies the logarithmic profile. Nevertheless, this 346

uncertainty estimation is considered valuable to charac- 347

terise the shortcomings of wind speed extrapolation by 348

means of a logarithmic profile in more detail. 349

As a second method for uncertainty estimation, we 350

performed Monte Carlo simulations. They allow to de- 351

termine uncertainties related to all three approaches 352

and include uncertainties related to the lidar data pro- 353

cessing, wind vector propagation and height extrapola- 354

tion. Moreover, they consider possible numerically in- 355

troduced uncertainties and provide a metric that is di- 356

rectly linked to the case study analysed in this work. 357

3.2.1 Uncertainty estimation related to the 358

logarithmic wind profile 359

A theoretical uncertainty estimation is possible based 360

on the analytical expression for the stability-corrected 361

logarithmic wind profile (Equation (3.2)). We applied 362

Gaussian uncertainty propagation to Equation (3.3) to 363

determine the total uncertainty Δy 364

Δy =

√√∑
i

(∣∣∣∣∣ δyδxi

∣∣∣∣∣Δxi

)2
, (3.6)

using the uncertainties of the input variables Δxi. 365
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Table 1: Input variables used for the analytical uncertainty estima-
tion and standard deviations of error distributions used for the Monte
Carlo simulations. For the analytical uncertainty estimation, we used
twice the stated standard deviation.

variable input value standard deviation

LOS wind speed - 0.2 m s−1

azimuth - 0.025°
wind direction - 1°
propagated wind vectors - 0.1 m s−1

pitch - 0.025°
roll - 0.025°
measurement height 24.6 m 0.3 m
SCADA wind speed - 0.05 m s−1

wind speed at lidar position 8.2 m s−1 0.05 m s−1

air temperature {1, 1.2, . . . , 23} °C 0.05 °C
water temperature {6, 6.2, . . . , 18} °C 0.1 °C
pressure 1011.81 hPa 0.15 hPa
humidity 80.69 % 0.6 %
roughness length 9 · 10−5 m 4.5 · 10−6 m

The wind speed extrapolation uncertainty Δuhh as a366

function of the measured wind speed uncertainty Δum,367

the roughness length uncertainty Δz0, the measure-368

ment height uncertainty Δzm and the stability term un-369

certainty ΔΨ was derived in more detail by Theuer370

et al. (2020b). The uncertainty of the stability correction371

term ΔΨ was expressed as a function of the Obukhov372

length uncertainty ΔL and the height uncertainty Δz.373

While so far ΔL was assumed to be a constant, we here374

estimated it using uncertainties in meteorological mea-375

surements used to calculate L. Input variables were the376

TP height zTP and wind speed at TP height uTP, air and377

water temperature TTP and T0, humidity H and pres-378

sure p, and all associated uncertainties. More details on379

the estimation of L and its uncertainty can be found in380

Schneemann et al. (2021). Table 1 summarises the val-381

ues of all input variables used for the analytical uncer-382

tainty estimation. Air and water temperature, pressure,383

humidity and wind speed were defined in accordance384

with the measured values during the analysed time pe-385

riod. Uncertainties were chosen following typical values386

suggested in the respective sensor’s user manual. All un-387

certainty terms used in the analytical uncertainty estima-388

tion correspond to twice the standard deviation indicated389

in Table 1 and are thus considered to include 95 % of all390

errors.391

3.2.2 Uncertainty estimation related to lidar data392

processing, propagation and height393

extrapolation394

For uncertainty estimation of lidar data processing, wind395

vector propagation and the PF’s and TF’s height extrapo-396

lation no analytical description is available. Thus, no an-397

alytical uncertainty estimation can be computed. How-398

ever, Monte Carlo simulations for each of the three ap-399

proaches can be applied. Monte Carlo simulations re-400

run the forecast N times with varying input variables.401

The Monte Carlo runs provide many possible outcomes402

based on the variations of the input parameters. The 403

standard deviation of these is considered a representa- 404

tion of the results’ uncertainty. The input parameters 405

were randomly selected using previously defined error 406

distributions (Zhao et al., 2018). In this case, we per- 407

formed simulations with N = 1 000 repetitions and er- 408

rors normally distributed around a mean error value of 409

zero. The wind fields determined from lidar scans were 410

hereby subject to LOS wind speed, azimuth and wind 411

direction errors. Errors in wind vector propagation were 412

expressed by adding a random wind speed error to vec- 413

tors contributing to the forecast. Height errors were char- 414

acterised in terms of pitch and roll error, which define 415

the lidar’s tilt (Rott et al., in review). Thus, height er- 416

rors increased with measurement distance to the device. 417

A visualization of pitch and roll uncertainty and other 418

uncertainties related to long-range lidar measurements 419

can be found in Figure 2 of Schneemann et al. (2021). 420

Errors in L and z0 were realised considering errors in air 421

and water temperature, pressure, humidity and the wind 422

speed at lidar position. 423

For each analysed time step, a new set of N random 424

errors was selected from each variable’s error distribu- 425

tion. We are aware that errors are not uncorrelated be- 426

tween time steps, however, we chose this approach for 427

simplicity reasons. The only errors we consider corre- 428

lated between time steps are LOS wind speed and az- 429

imuth pointing errors, and thus here the same N errors 430

were assigned to all analysed time steps. Also this as- 431

sumption can be understood as a simplification. 432

The uncertainties assigned to the input variables are 433

summarised in Table 1. 434

4 Results 435

In the following, we present the results of the two uncer- 436

tainty analyses (Section 4.1). Further, the case study is 437

analysed, evaluating the estimated vertical wind speed 438

profiles (Section 4.2) and the minute-scale wind speed 439

forecasts (Section 4.3). 440

4.1 Uncertainty estimation of lidar-based 441

forecasting approaches 442

4.1.1 Uncertainty estimation related to the 443

logarithmic wind profile 444

As described in Section 3.2.1, we analysed the depen- 445

dency of ΔL and further Δuhh on L. We calculated ΔL, 446

with input variables defined in Table 1. Figure 4(a) 447

shows the dependency of ΔL on L on the left y-axis. 448

ΔL approaches zero for L → 0 m and infinity for 449

L → ∞. At L = 200 m, ΔL has already increased 450

to 49 m. For L = −200 m the uncertainty is slightly 451

smaller with ΔL = 46 m, due to the definition of L. The 452

curve’s overlapping regions were caused by varying ab- 453

solute temperature values, which resulted in the same 454

value for L, but slightly differing ΔL. 455
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Figure 4: Analytical estimation of the wind speed extrapolation uncertainty. In (a) the uncertainty of L is shown in black with ΔL on the
left y-axis. As coloured lines on the right y-axis, the reduction of ΔL for reducing the error of one of the contributors by 50 % is visualised.
In (b) the wind speed extrapolation uncertainty Δuhh is depicted for varying extrapolation distances dependent on L.

To understand the impact of the different contribu-456

tions to the overall uncertainty, we reduced the individ-457

ual uncertainty contributions to 50 % of their initially de-458

fined value. The reduction of ΔL is shown on the right459

y-axis for variations of ΔTTP, ΔT0, Δp, ΔuTP and ΔH.460

While an increase of accuracy for humidity and pressure461

had none to little impact, a reduction of ΔuTP could sig-462

nificantly reduce ΔL, especially during very stable and463

very unstable situations (|L| → 0). Approaching neu-464

tral situations, the most considerable impact can be at-465

tributed to the temperature uncertainties, particularly the466

water temperature uncertainty. As in very stable or un-467

stable scenarios, the temperature errors are small com-468

pared to the temperature difference; they have a smaller469

impact on the stability estimation.470

Figure 4(b) visualises how the wind speed extrapo-471

lation uncertainty Δuhh changes with L. Variables were472

defined as stated in Table 1. Theuer et al. (2020b) have473

previously found that the two main contributors to the474

wind speed extrapolation uncertainty are the compo-475

nents of the stability correction terms, i.e.
∣∣∣ δuhh
δΨ

∣∣∣ΔΨ, and476

the wind speed component, i.e.
∣∣∣∣ δuhh
δum

∣∣∣∣Δum. We thus fo-477

cus on theses contributors here. In neutral conditions,478

i.e. |L| → ∞, the wind speed component contributes479

strongly to Δuhh. The stability correction terms Ψm and480

Ψhh become zero while ΔΨm and ΔΨhh approach a limit481

related to water and air temperature uncertainties and the482

considered heights. When L approaches zero in stable483

cases, both ΔΨ as well as |Ψ| approach infinity. The over-484

all contributions of the stability terms approach infinity485

and they dominate Δuhh. In unstable cases this is also486

true; however, ΔΨ will increase only from very small487

|L| onwards, dependant on the input parameters. There-488

fore this increase is hardly visible in Figure 4(b) and will489

most likely not impact many of the considered cases.490

Further investigation has shown that Δuhh and all of 491

its sub-components increase with extrapolation distance, 492

as visualised in Figure 4(b). Here, the wind speed ex- 493

trapolation uncertainty Δuhh is shown for reduced ex- 494

trapolation distances of 10 m in a lower region of the 495

wind speed profile in red and in a higher one in yel- 496

low. As a change of extrapolation distance was found to 497

mainly impact errors associated with the stability terms 498

and wind speed, its reduction will have the most con- 499

siderable effect during stable stratification when these 500

terms have a larger contribution to the wind speed ex- 501

trapolation uncertainty (Theuer et al., 2020b). It is also 502

visible that uncertainties are smaller in lower regions of 503

the logarithmic wind profile. 504

4.1.2 Uncertainty estimation related to lidar data 505

processing, propagation and height 506

extrapolation 507

Figure 5 depicts the standard deviation of the Monte 508

Carlo simulations σmc described in Section 3.2.2 depen- 509

dent on Obukhov length L with 117 values per bin and 510

95 % confidence intervals visualised as error bars. In ac- 511

cordance with the results of the analytical error analy- 512

sis of the wind speed extrapolation (Section 4.1.1) val- 513

ues are larger in stable compared to unstable situations 514

for the TDF, with particularly large uncertainties during 515

very stable situations. The TF shows a similar pattern 516

during stable cases, however, with significantly lower 517

uncertainties. For both approaches the large uncertainty 518

in uhh, i.e. σmc, is caused by the high sensitivity of cex to 519

the input variables. As for the TF the ratio of cex values 520

of two consecutive time steps is considered, its variation 521

does have a smaller impact on the overall result than for 522

the TDF. Similarly, also variations of wind speed have 523
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Figure 5: Standard deviation of Monte Carlo simulations dependent on Obukhov length L for the different forecasting methodologies. The
95 % confidence intervals are visualised as error bars. Each bin contains 117 values.

less influence on the TF. During unstable cases, the un-524

certainty of SCADA wind speed dominates the overall525

uncertainty of the TF, resulting in larger uncertainties526

compared to the TDF.527

The profile fit shows almost constant σmc for differ-528

ent L. The fitting algorithm can adjust for variations in529

the input variables. Likewise to the TF, the uncertainty530

of SCADA wind speeds dominates σmc. The PF’s un-531

certainty is larger than the TDF’s during unstable cases532

but can outperform both TDF and TF during stable situ-533

ations.534

Overall, the results indicate that the two alternative535

approaches of wind speed extrapolation, i.e. PF and TF,536

are less sensitive to flawed estimations of input parame-537

ters during stable situations, which means a lower uncer-538

tainty can be assigned to the forecasts. One should, how-539

ever, be aware that the absolute values σmc are strongly540

dependent on the error distributions’ standard devia-541

tions. Further, the impact of different variables on the542

results varies for different approaches.543

4.2 Estimation of vertical wind speed profiles544

In Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 we used two methods to de-545

termine the parameters z0 and L. The first is based on546

a physical estimation (TDF), while the latter is based547

on an empirical fit (PF). This section compares the esti-548

mated parameters of TDF and PF to gain insight into the549

advantages and shortcomings of the different method-550

ologies.551

Figure 6(b) plots the corresponding values of the552

the roughness length z0 against each other, using the553

two methods for turbines T1–T4. Here, two clusters can554

be distinguished. In the first, the TDF and PF rough-555

ness lengths are scattered around the black diagonal556

line, indicating perfect agreement. In the second clus-557

ter, the PF values are about 4.5 times larger than the558

ones of the TDF, which is discussed in Section 5.1.559

Figure 6(a) visualises the distribution of L for both560

the TDF and PF with bins of 50 m width. In the his-561

togram, it stands out that the number of very unsta-562

ble cases, i.e. cases with −50 m < L < 0 m is much563

larger for the fit (PF) than the temperature-difference564

estimation (TDF). This can be explained with the help565

of Figure 7(a), which shows the relation of L and the 566

wind speed difference between measuring height and 567

hub height δu = uhh − um for both the TDF and PF. 568

As reference the wind speed difference determined us- 569

ing the MOST is shown in black dependent on L and 570

for mean values of measuring height zm = 36 m and 571

roughness length z0 = 9 · 10−5 m. Additionally, the fre- 572

quency of stability classifications is given within each 573

panel in Figure 8(a) as a percentage of the total num- 574

ber of values considered. We defined the five stability 575

classes very unstable (−200 m ≤ L < 0 m), unstable 576

(−1000 m < L < −200 m), neutral (|L| >= 1000 m), 577

stable (200 m < L < 1000 m) and very stable (0 m < 578

L ≤ 200 m), which are shown on the x-axis for the TDF 579

and on the y-axis for the PF. Panels positioned on the di- 580

agonal therefore represent situations with the same sta- 581

bility class for both the TDF and PF. Figure 8 will be 582

presented in more detail in Section 4.3.1. The fitting al- 583

gorithm classified profiles as very unstable when wind 584

speed values decreased or stayed constant with height. 585

While for situations δu > 0 m s−1, the resemblance of 586

the PF results and the theoretical estimation by means 587

of MOST is high, for very unstable cases, δu deter- 588

mined with the MOST approaches 0 m s−1. Those cases 589

also corresponded to the situations with increased values 590

of z0 as visualised in Figure 7(b). During many situa- 591

tions z0 stayed almost constant at a low value, i.e. L was 592

the main parameter used to influence the profile. When 593

L was quite restricted by the negative wind speed differ- 594

ence with height, z0 played a more important role, thus 595

was assigned a larger value. While most of these situa- 596

tions were estimated as unstable (Figure 7(a)) by means 597

of the temperature difference, 19 % were defined as neu- 598

tral and 15 % as stable. An evaluation (cf. Figure 8(a)) 599

revealed that about 3.5 % of all analysed cases were clas- 600

sified as stable by the TDF but fitted as unstable cases by 601

the PF. That includes, besides situations with decreasing 602

wind speed with height, also many with only slightly in- 603

creasing wind speed of up to approximately 0.6 m s−1. 604

Conversely, in 4.5 % of all situations, cases classified as 605

unstable by the TDF were classified as stable by the PF. 606

Here, the increase of wind speed with height was larger 607

with about 0.8 m s−1 to 2.0 m s−1. 608
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Figure 6: Comparison of TDF and PF wind profile parameters. In (a) the histograms of the Obukhov length L are shown in bins with
50 m width. The outermost bins represent all values with L < −1000 m and L > 1000 m, respectively. In (b) the roughness length z0 is
compared for the TDF on the x-axis and the PF on the y-axis. The black line indicates perfect agreement between z0 of TDF and PF.

Figure 7: Relation between the predicted wind speed difference from measuring to hub height δu and (a) Obukhov length L and (b) roughness
length z0 of TDF and PF. The black line in (a) depicts the wind speed difference determined using the MOST depending on L for
representative values of measuring height and roughness length.

4.3 Minute-scale wind speed forecasting609

5-minute-ahead wind speed forecasts at the turbines610

T1–T7 were generated using the three introduced ex-611

trapolation approaches, i.e. i) the temperature difference-612

based forecast (TDF approach), ii) the wind speed613

profile fit-based forecast (PF approach) and iii) the614

tendency-based forecast (TF approach). As a reference a615

persistence forecast was used. Persistence is considered616

a benchmark in minute-scale forecasting and is based617

on the assumption that the current value will persist un-618

til the time of the forecast (Würth et al., 2019). For 619

further analysis only situations with valid forecasts for 620

all three approaches and simultaneously available fore- 621

casts for turbines T1–T4 were considered (Section 2). 622

The root-mean-squared error (rmse) 623

rmse =

√√√
1
N

N∑
i=1

(fci − obsi)2 (4.1)
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Figure 8: Comparison of 5-minute-ahead wind speed forecast skill of the TDF and the PF. In (a) TDF stability classes are shown on the
x-axis, while PF ones are plotted on the y-axis. The values within the panels indicate the percentage of respective stability classifications
with respect to all cases analysed. The colour-scale visualises the PF’s skill score compared to the TDF in percent. Subfigure (b) shows the
bias skill score, respectively. Here, the sign of the bias is indicated within the panel (PF|TDF). Blue values and signs indicate statistically
insignificant results.

and the bias624

bias =
1
N

N∑
i=1

(fci − obsi) (4.2)

of the forecasts fci were determined by comparison with625

the observations obsi, i.e. 1-minute-mean SCADA wind626

speed values. Here, N denotes the number of forecasts627

considered in the (sub-)dataset.628

To compare the forecast skill to a reference forecast,629

the skill score expressed as percentage630

rmse ss = 100

(
1 −

rmse
rmseref

)
(4.3)

was used. The bias skill score (bias ss) was determined631

accordingly. The skill score equals 100 % for a perfect632

forecast with rmse = 0 or rmse � rmseref and is nega-633

tive for rmse > rmseref.634

In the following, we first assess the profile fit and635

tendency approach applied to T1–T4 before comparing636

the skill of all forecasting methodologies.637

4.3.1 Comparison of wind speed profile fit-based638

forecast and temperature difference-based639

forecast640

The previous section revealed the partially large differ-641

ences between the stability classes defined by the TDF642

and the PF. We therefore analyse how the estimated sta-643

bility class impacts the forecast accuracy of the two644

methods in more detail. Figure 8 compares the forecast645

skill of the temperature difference-based forecast and646

the profile fit respectively. In both sub-figures it matches647

the stability classes derived by the TDF on the x-axis648

with the stability classes estimated for the PF on the649

y-axis. The panels positioned on the diagonal hence de- 650

pict the identical stability class estimated by both ap- 651

proaches. The values within the panels in Figure 8(a) in- 652

dicate the frequency of occurrence of each classification 653

with respect to all cases analysed. Figure 8(a) visualises 654

the profile fit’s rmse skill score with the TDF rmse as the 655

reference on a colour scale. The skill score of the bias’ 656

magnitude is shown in Figure 8(b), with the bias’ sign 657

of each of the two methods indicated within each panel 658

(PF|TDF). In both sub-plots panels marked by blue writ- 659

ing indicate that the results are not statistically signif- 660

icant. Significance was determined by comparing 95 % 661

confidence intervals of both data samples, as suggested 662

by Cumming (2009). For most of the shown panels, in- 663

dicated in green, the PF’s rmse was reduced as com- 664

pared to the TDF. The largest rmse skill score of 77 % 665

was observed for situations defined as very stable by the 666

TDF and as very unstable by the PF, visualized by the 667

deep green panel in the lower right corner. In many of 668

these situations, classified as very stable by the TDF, 669

wind speeds were found to decrease or stay constant 670

with height, and were thus categorised as very unstable 671

profiles by the PF’s fitting algorithm. Consequently, the 672

substantial overestimation of wind speed and large rmse 673

caused by the extrapolation using a very stable profile 674

were reduced. Strongly positive skill scores were gener- 675

ally observed for situations classified as stable or very 676

stable by the TDF and those classified as very unstable 677

by the PF due to the same reasons. As indicated by Fig- 678

ure 8(b) also the bias was in those situations improved 679

by at least 62 %. In total, such cases were observed in 680

72 % of all analysed situations. 681

Several cases with comparably small skill scores, i.e. 682

TDF and PF have almost the same result, indicated by 683

light coloured panels near the main diagonal, can be 684

observed. A number of these were determined not to be 685
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statistically significant. That means, for instance, due to686

a low number of forecasts within that category or only687

small differences between the scores of TDF and PF, it688

is ambiguous whether the profile fit leads to a reduction689

of forecasting errors. A reduction of the rmse and bias690

forecast skill was observed for situations classified as691

very unstable or unstable by the TDF and as very stable692

by the PF, visualized by the red panels in the upper693

left corner. They show a rmse skill score of −53 % and694

−68 %, respectively and a bias skill score of −156 %695

and −39 %, respectively. Both panels contain only a very696

small number of values and the scores of the latter can697

be considered insignificant.698

4.3.2 Influence of height extrapolation on699

tendency-based forecast700

The uncertainty analysis with the Monte Carlo-simula-701

tions revealed the sensitivity of the TF to errors in the702

SCADA wind speeds and possible wind vector propaga-703

tion and lidar data processing, while the approach was704

more robust with respect to wind speed extrapolation un-705

certainties. In order to further improve the TF approach706

we assessed its quality dependent on extrapolation dis-707

tance δz. Extrapolation distance is in this context defined708

as the difference of measuring height between the two709

consecutive wind speed forecasts used to determine the710

wind speed tendency, i.e. δz = zm(ti) − zm(ti−1). In Fig-711

ure 9 rmse and bias dependent on δz are visualised, sum-712

marising the results of turbines T1–T4 and distinguish-713

ing between atmospheric stability. In stable cases, each714

bin contains 503 values, in unstable cases 574 values.715

The extrapolation distance δz is a consequence of716

the varying propagation distance of the contributing717

wind vectors to the lidar and the device’s varying tilt.718

As expected, in Figure 9(a) forecast skill decreases for719

larger |δz|. As both the varying tilt and the varying dis-720

tance of wind vectors to the lidar are related to wind721

speed changes, more larger extrapolation distances were722

observed during unstable cases. While in stable situa-723

tions 90 % of all analysed values lay below |δz| < 1m,724

in unstable situations it was only 67 %. The tendency725

forecasts overestimated wind speed for positive δz and726

underestimated it during negative ones (Figure 9(b)).727

4.3.3 Comparison of the three forecasting methods728

Figure 10 compares rmse and bias for the two new729

forecasting approaches, the previously introduced lidar-730

based forecast and persistence distinguishing between731

unstable (a, d), neutral (b, e) and stable (c, f) situations732

individually for the seven analysed turbines. Hereby, sta-733

ble cases are defined as 0 m < L ≤ 1000 m, unsta-734

ble cases as −1000 m ≤ L < 0 m and neutral ones as735

|L| > 1000 m. We only considered situations with si-736

multaneously available forecasts for all turbines and ap-737

proaches. Generally, forecasts are most accurate in sta-738

ble situations, followed by neutral and unstable ones.739

Only exception are the distinct errors of the TDF ob-740

served during stable situations. Here, the bias indicates a 741

strong overestimation of wind speed for all analysed tur- 742

bines, except T5. Most accurate during stable situations 743

is persistence, closely followed by the TF. PF, TF and 744

persistence all show a bias close to zero. For unstable 745

cases, the PF yields the lowest rmse, outperforming per- 746

sistence for turbines T1–T6. The TDF and, in particular, 747

the TF show a slightly larger rmse; however, they are 748

also outperforming persistence for most cases. A pos- 749

itive bias, especially large for T6 and T7, can be ob- 750

served for both the TDF and PF. Also in neutral situa- 751

tions, the PF can outperform all other approaches. The 752

bias is close to zero for all four forecasts; only the TDF 753

shows a distinct overestimation for T1, T2, T6 and T7. 754

In the following, we analyse the forecast skill de- 755

pendent on atmospheric conditions in more detail. To 756

do so, we summarise the results of turbines T1–T4. We 757

excluded turbines T5–T7 from this analysis due to their 758

low forecast skill and availability. In all of the follow- 759

ing figures (i.e. Figure 11–13), 95 % confidence intervals 760

are visualised as error bars. Figure 11 depicts the depen- 761

dency of rmse and bias on the Obukhov length L for 762

all forecast methodologies. Each bin contains 716 val- 763

ues. Similar to Figure 10, all approaches are able to out- 764

perform persistence during unstable situations; however, 765

not during stable ones. PF and TF beat the TDF during 766

stable situations in terms of rmse, during unstable cases 767

the TF can not outperform the TDF. The rmse values 768

are generally lower for stable as compared to unstable 769

cases except for the TDF. A large peak is visible for 770

very stable cases with 0 m < L < 100 m with a rmse 771

of up to 1.6 m s−1 and a bias of 1.3 m s−1. Approaching 772

neutral situations, the TDF’s bias shows a slight under- 773

estimation of wind speed. The bias of PF, TF and persis- 774

tence fluctuates around zero for the entire range of L. 775

In Figure 12 the rmse dependent on the 5-minute 776

wind speed increment from the forecast’s initialisation 777

time to the forecasted time for both stable and unsta- 778

ble cases is visualised. Each bin contains 503 values 779

for stable and 574 values for unstable situations. Due 780

to the definition of persistence, its rmse and bias are 781

of the same magnitude as the increment itself. For the 782

TDF the forecast skill is significantly lower for stable 783

than for unstable cases as confirmed by previous re- 784

sults. Both the PF and the TF show lower rmse dur- 785

ing stable stratification. For all three approaches, the 786

rmse only slightly increases with increasing increment. 787

The PF is hereby least sensitive to the magnitude of 788

the wind speed increment. Consequently, the lidar-based 789

forecasting methodologies are able to outperform persis- 790

tence during changes in wind speed exceeding 0.5 m s−1
791

to 0.6 m s−1. During unstable stratification large wind 792

speed increments can be most accurately forecasted by 793

the PF, followed by the TDF and the TF. While during 794

unstable stratification about 34 % to 41 % of all values 795

show increments larger than the determined threshold of 796

0.5 m s−1 to 0.6 m s−1, this is the case only for 10 % to 797

16 % during stable stratification. 798
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Figure 9: Forecast quality of the 5-minute ahead wind speed forecast dependent on extrapolation distance δz. The TF’s (a) rmse and (b) bias,
distinguishing between stable and unstable situations, are depicted. The 95 % confidence intervals are visualised as error bars. For stable
cases each bin contains 503 values, for unstable cases 574 values.

Figure 10: Forecast quality of the three lidar-based forecasts and persistence. The number of valid forecasts N, the rmse and bias of the
different 5-minute ahead wind speed forecast for turbines T1–T7 and distinguishing between atmospheric stability are shown.
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Figure 11: Forecast quality of the different 5-minute ahead wind speed forecasts dependent on Obukhov length L. In (a) the rmse and in (b)
the bias are depicted. The 95 % confidence intervals are visualised as error bars. Each bin contains 716 values.

Figure 12: The rmse of the different 5-minute ahead wind speed forecasts dependent on 5-minute wind speed increments and distinguishing
between stable and unstable situations. The 95 % confidence intervals are visualised as error bars. Stable cases contain 503 values per bin,
unstable cases 574 values.
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Figure 13: The rmse of the 5-minute ahead wind speed forecast dependent on the turbulence intensity TI. TI is computed from wind
measurements observed up to 30 minutes prior to the forecast. The 95 % confidence intervals are visualised as error bars. Each bin contains
604 values.

Figure 13 visualises the rmse dependent on the nor-799

malised standard deviation of SCADA wind speed, i.e.800

turbulence intensity TI, computed using wind measure-801

ments observed up to 30 minutes prior to the forecast802

initialisation. Each bin contains 604 values. The rmse803

increases linearly with TI. Persistence shows the high-804

est accuracy of all forecasts for TI < 0.04. However, the805

increase of rmse, i.e. the slope of the depicted curves, is806

smaller for TDF, PF and TF, indicating that the accuracy807

of these approaches is less sensitive to turbulence inten-808

sity. While the TDF has a generally larger error than the809

other approaches, the PF and TF can outperform persis-810

tence for a turbulence intensity above 0.04. Such situa-811

tions were observed in 58 % of all analysed situations.812

The confidence intervals suggest that this result can be813

considered statistically significant for the PF, however,814

not for the TF.815

5 Discussion816

Here, we will first discuss the uncertainties related to817

the two methods for wind speed profile estimation TDF818

and PF. Further, implications for minute-scale forecast-819

ing are evaluated and the value of the newly introduced820

approaches is discussed.821

5.1 Accuracy of vertical wind speed profile822

estimation823

Our analysis has revealed the impact of individual input824

parameters on the accuracy of stability estimation and825

consequently hub height wind speed. Temperature and 826

wind speed measurement uncertainties have a strong in- 827

fluence on the accuracy of a stability parameter. Their 828

effect on extrapolation accuracy is dominated by the in- 829

fluence of the stability correction term Ψ on the extrapo- 830

lated wind speed. That means, as Ψ has such a large im- 831

pact on uhh in very stable situations, we expect larger un- 832

certainties in wind speed extrapolation for those cases. 833

This follows from the definition of the stability correc- 834

tion term and is true regardless of the exemplary uncer- 835

tainties of the input parameters defined in Table 1. In 836

a similar study, Saint-Drenan et al. (2009) found that 837

already small uncertainties in temperature estimation re- 838

sult in considerable uncertainty in the shear estimation 839

and consequently the extrapolated wind speed, partic- 840

ularly during very stable situations. For future applica- 841

tions, the installation of accurate temperature sensors is 842

encouraged to enhance the stability estimation. 843

Kelly and Jørgensen (2017) discovered that the 844

impact of misestimations of z0 on wind resource esti- 845

mation is minimal for small z0. For offshore situations 846

with typical values in the order of z0 = 10−4 m, the es- 847

timated hub height wind speed is thus expected not to 848

be influenced significantly by misestimations of rough- 849

ness. Conclusively, determining z0 by means of mea- 850

sured wind speed and L is considered a fair method for 851

offshore wind speed forecasting. 852

Even though the uncertainty in measurement height 853

estimation is small compared to that of stability and 854

wind speed, especially in stable situations, it can con- 855
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siderably impact the wind speed extrapolation accuracy.856

With increasing range gate, the lidar devices inclination857

will cause increasingly large deviations in the measur-858

ing height. Thus, especially for long-range lidar mea-859

surements, as used for minute-scale forecasting, the lidar860

alignment is of large importance (Theuer et al., 2020b).861

Schneemann et al. (2021) conducted a detailed uncer-862

tainty assessment of long-range lidar measurements and863

made recommendations for their offshore operation.864

In addition to uncertainties of input parameters, one865

needs to consider that the stability-corrected logarithmic866

wind profile is not always a good representation of the867

true wind profile (Kalverla et al., 2017). It is not pos-868

sible to represent, for instance, kinks or reversed pro-869

files. Especially during stable conditions, such profiles870

can be observed frequently (Møller et al., 2020). Dur-871

ing such conditions, when wind speeds are described872

as strongly increasing by logarithmic profiles, the de-873

viations between extrapolated and true profiles are con-874

siderable (Theuer et al., 2020b; Møller et al., 2020).875

Further, also the model describing the relation between876

the bulk Richardson number and the Obukhov length L877

(Grachev and Fairall, 1997) is subject to some in-878

herent uncertainty that was not included in our analy-879

sis. Moreover, the assumptions based on the Monin-880

Obukhov similarity theory (MOST) are only valid in the881

surface layer. For larger altitudes the wind speed pro-882

file is increasingly affected by other parameters such as883

the boundary-layer depth (Peña et al., 2008). This might884

pose a problem in particular during very stable situa-885

tions, when the surface layer is very shallow, thus possi-886

bly below the height of interest for large offshore wind887

turbines. However, also during neutral and unstable situ-888

ations the atmospheric boundary layer height might have889

a non-negligible influence on the wind speed profile at890

hub height. In good agreement with the strongly positive891

bias of the TDF observed in this work (Section 4.3.3),892

several studies (Peña et al., 2008; Optis et al., 2014)893

have shown the logarithmic profiles tendency to over-894

estimate wind speeds in high altitudes and during sta-895

ble conditions. An analysis of another data set from this896

campaign by Theuer et al. (2020b) indicates that such897

situations start to occur with target heights of 61 m and898

extrapolation distances δz larger than 25 m and can thus899

be expected to impact wind speed extrapolation to the900

hub height of 92 m considered in this case. Future inves-901

tigations could assess whether the use of a wind speed902

extrapolation method that takes into consideration the903

boundary layer depth and is valid beyond the surface904

layer (Peña et al., 2008; Gryning et al., 2007; Optis905

et al., 2021) could improve wind speed extrapolation and906

the forecast skill of the TDF.907

Taking into account the results of our study, a better908

alternative to wind speed extrapolation with the loga-909

rithmic profile is needed. Most beneficial for that pur-910

pose would be high-frequency wind profile measure-911

ments, e. g. lidar wind profiler measurements. However,912

in most cases such data is not available and one is re-913

stricted to the use of on-site meteorological measure-914

ments. As an alternative, the profile fit approach utilises 915

wind turbine operational data, which allows to better de- 916

scribe the wind shear from measuring to hub height. Par- 917

ticularly interesting are situations classified as very un- 918

stable and with comparably large fitted value of z0. In 919

these cases, L is restricted by the decreasing wind speed 920

with height. That means the main parameter to adjust 921

the wind speed is the roughness length z0. On average, 922

it was observed that z0 increases by a factor of 4.5 com- 923

pared to the originally calculated values. This factor is 924

defined by the original value of L and the wind speed dif- 925

ference at hub height. It should be noted that the param- 926

eters determined by the profile fit cannot be understood 927

as an accurate description of the atmospheric stability 928

and roughness length, respectively, but rather describe 929

the observed wind shear empirically. 930

5.2 Relevance for minute-scale forecasting 931

The profile fit-based forecast has benefits, particularly 932

during stable stratification. The additional consideration 933

of SCADA wind speed and the fitting approach allow to 934

adjust for systematic errors in propagated wind vectors, 935

for instance, caused by measurement height misestima- 936

tion or errors in LOS wind speed measurements. This 937

was confirmed by the results of the Monte Carlo simula- 938

tions. Nevertheless, uncertainties are introduced when- 939

ever profiles change during the forecast horizon, most 940

likely during dusk and dawn, or when only few data is 941

available during the respective time period. Also the ad- 942

vection of wind vectors is expected to introduce uncer- 943

tainties, influencing the accuracy of the fit. In such cases, 944

it might be more accurate to rely on the TDF stability 945

values. Generally, we expect that the PF would benefit 946

from more detailed profile information, i.e. wind speed 947

measurements at additional heights. Another advantage 948

of the profile fit is its independence of meteorological 949

measurements. 950

The tendency-based forecast avoids vertical profile 951

extrapolation by considering two observed consecutive 952

profiles. Also the consideration of recent SCADA data 953

has a significant impact on the forecast’s accuracy. Here, 954

less weight is put onto the propagated lidar measure- 955

ments and additionally wind speed measurements at hub 956

height are considered. Persistence shows that in many 957

cases the last observation of wind speed can provide ac- 958

curate estimates of the next observation, especially dur- 959

ing stable atmospheric conditions. Further, the Monte 960

Carlo simulations revealed that wind vector estimation 961

and propagation errors have less impact as not their ab- 962

solute value, but only their tendency is considered in the 963

TF forecast. Our analysis has further shown the TF’s de- 964

pendency on the extrapolation distance. This is on one 965

hand related to the wind speed increments associated 966

to larger extrapolation distances, but might on the other 967

hand also be caused by increasing uncertainties in height 968

extrapolation (Theuer et al., 2020b). As extrapolation 969

distances can be significantly reduced when eliminat- 970

ing the lidar’s tilt, this emphasises the need for a proper 971
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alignment of the device. Alternatively, a bias correction972

might be able to improve the TF’s accuracy.973

As expected, the benchmark persistence is much974

more skilful during stable compared to unstable situ-975

ations. Also the two newly introduced lidar-based ap-976

proaches show lower errors during stable situations.977

This is in good agreement with the assumption that978

the applied advection techniques are more accurate dur-979

ing stable cases. Here, the evolution of larger struc-980

tures dominates the flow compared to small scale buoy-981

ancy effects. Würth et al. (2018) found that small wind982

speed fluctuations do not persist when propagated across983

larger distances and thus the prediction of flow over984

complex terrain is challenging. Further, we expect that985

turbines positioned within the wind farm cannot be pre-986

dicted well using Lagrangian advection. A more detailed987

analysis of different propagation techniques is therefore988

essential.989

For future applications, it is important to be able to990

estimate the accuracy of each approach during different991

situations. We have identified the variability of the wind,992

expressed in terms of atmospheric stability or turbulence993

intensity as a major influencing factor. The lidar-based994

forecasts, in particular the PF, were found to be less995

sensitive to these parameters compared to persistence.996

This is also true for the dependency of forecast accuracy997

on the magnitude of the wind speed increment. While998

this is advantageous for wind speed changes larger than999

approximately 0.5 m s−1, it also means that it is virtu-1000

ally impossible to outperform persistence in situations1001

where wind speeds are almost constant. However, these1002

findings suggest that lidar-based methodologies can be1003

especially beneficial during wind ramps. This is con-1004

firmed by a recent study of Valldecabres et al. (2020),1005

who forecasted the power of individual and aggregated1006

wind turbines using dual Doppler radar data with an em-1007

phasis on the prediction of ramp events. Such situations1008

are especially important for grid stability and electricity1009

trading and typically not represented well by statistical1010

models (Pichault et al., 2021). Further, one could ar-1011

gue that the lidar-based forecast will become more ac-1012

curate than persistence with increasing lead time, as this1013

would result in a higher amount of large wind speed in-1014

crements. Würth et al. (2018), for instance, found that1015

the accuracy of lidar-based forecasts compared to per-1016

sistence improves when considering larger lead times.1017

Also, Würth et al. (2019) suggest that the advantages1018

of minute-ahead forecasts compared to persistence in-1019

crease with forecast horizon. We could not prove this1020

hypothesis as the measurement set-up restricted us to1021

5-minute ahead forecasts (Theuer et al., 2020a).1022

In future analysis, the accuracy of wind power fore-1023

casts based on the introduced methods needs to be eval-1024

uated. As the two newly introduced methods are directly1025

based on the SCADA wind speed, a careful calibration1026

of the power curve used to translate wind speed to power1027

is necessary for each of the analysed turbines. Also the1028

non-linearity of the power curve will impact the forecast1029

skill (Theuer et al., 2020a).1030

6 Conclusions 1031

We developed two new lidar-based forecasting method- 1032

ologies in this work, and evaluated them against an 1033

existing approach and persistence under varying atmo- 1034

spheric conditions at an offshore wind farm, aiming to 1035

reduce the associated errors. The two new approaches 1036

additionally utilise wind turbine operational data to im- 1037

prove wind speed extrapolation to hub height. We also 1038

assessed the methods uncertainty under varying atmo- 1039

spheric conditions using an analytical uncertainty es- 1040

timation of wind speed extrapolation by means of a 1041

stability-corrected logarithmic wind profile and using 1042

Monte Carlo simulations, to also capture uncertainties 1043

related to the lidar data processing and wind vector prop- 1044

agation. 1045

Our results revealed the high potential of the pro- 1046

file fit-based approach and the tendency-based ap- 1047

proach compared to the previously introduced temper- 1048

ature difference-based approach, particularly during sta- 1049

ble atmospheric conditions. These two new approaches 1050

could outperform persistence during unstable and neu- 1051

tral stratification for situations with turbulence inten- 1052

sity greater than 4 % and wind speed increments larger 1053

than 0.5 m s−1 to 0.6 m s−1. 1054

Monte Carlo simulations highlighted their lower 1055

sensitivity to inaccurate input parameters, for instance 1056

wind speed and stability estimates. An analytical uncer- 1057

tainty estimation of the height extrapolation by means 1058

of a stability-corrected logarithmic profile confirmed 1059

the temperature difference-based approach’s high un- 1060

certainty during very stable conditions due to large un- 1061

certainties in the stability correction term. Despite the 1062

much lower errors of the profile fit-based approach and 1063

tendency-based approach compared to the temperature 1064

difference-based approach these two new methods could 1065

not outperform persistence during stable stratification. 1066

An accurate alignment of the lidar device could fur- 1067

ther improve the two new approaches. Wind speed mea- 1068

surements at additional heights, e.g. with a profiling li- 1069

dar, would be beneficial especially for the profile fit- 1070

based approach. 1071

We conclude that the additional use of wind turbine 1072

operational data has a significant positive impact on the 1073

forecast accuracy of lidar-based forecasts. This is espe- 1074

cially of interest when no wind profile measurements 1075

or meteorological measurements are available. Gener- 1076

ally, lidar-based forecasts were found to be less sensitive 1077

to atmospheric conditions than persistence. The charac- 1078

terisation of the approaches’ forecast skill under differ- 1079

ent atmospheric conditions can be valuable for decision- 1080

making processes. 1081
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